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Kilkreath temple guide

in: Skyrim: Graves, Skyrim: Locations, Skyrim: Haafingar Hold Locations Edit Share Kilkreath BalconyKilkreath KatakombitKilkreath Temple Damaged ShadesMalkoranMalkoran Shadow Location Id KilkreathRuins01KilkreathRuins02KilkreathRuins03KilkreathRuins03insExterior01KilkreathRuinsExterior02KilkreathRuinsExterior03KilkreathRuinsExterior04KilkreathRuinsExterior05
Kilkreath Ruins is an ancient Nordic tomb The oldest to scroll V: Skyrim. Quests[edit | edit source] The Break of Dawn[edit | edit source] Meridia sends Dragonborn here to kill Malkoran and the corrupt tones that have inhabited his temple. Significant items[edit | edit source] Alchemy ingredients[edit | edit source] Bone meal (as a random heist rain from corrupt tones) White Cap
Facilities[edit | edit source] Desecration bodies[edit | edit source] Desecration of Kilkreath ruins are the bodies of imperial and stormcloak soldiers who died in ruins. Imperial bodies tend to have more gold than their Stormcloak companions, since imperial bodies carry between 25 and 125, while Stormcloak bodies carry between 20 and 100 . Several bodies are found in every part
of the ruins. Kilkreath Temple[edit | edit source] There are a total of 13 desecied bodies in kilkreath temple. 7 Imperial Bodies 6 Bodies of Storm Chlorok Kilkreath Ruins[edit | edit source] A total of 9 desecous bodies are found in the ruins of Kilkreath ruins. 4 Imperial Bodies 5 Bodies of Storm Cloth Kilkreath Catacombs[edit | edit source] A total of 21 desecous bodies are found in
kilkreath catacombs. 11 Imperial bodies 10 Storm chlorine bodies Trivia[edit | edit source] Light causes shock damage that absorbs health and magic. Light is actually an externision spell that appears in a spell book that appears as kilkreathLightBeam. It can only be unlocked by using console commands in the PC version. Otherwise, you can't have this book. If a follower is told to
wait inside the room where Malkoran is being fought and is still waiting when dawnbreaker is taken when the room is locked for the rest of the game, the successor cannot be taken back. This may also apply to dead thralles and elemental thralles, leading to the loss of unique characters (such as Ancano or Orchendor). A letter from a friend or grey beards can send Dragon-born
Kilkreath to the ruins. The iron door leading to the last hall is locked after dawn. With the combination of a plate and a Whirlwind Sprint, Dragonborn gets back into the hall, but nothing can be found but desecated bodies before. It is possible to get into the expert-level coffin on the balcony by standing on top of a cliff near the Embassy of Thalmor and dropping (or sliding down) the
cliff onto the balcony. Doors leading to other ruins are keyword. Bugs[edit | edit source] This section contains defects related to Kilkreath Ruins. Before adding an error to this list, consider the following: Reload the old recording to confirm if the bug will still occur. If the bug still occurs, send a fault report using the appropriate system model 360 / XB1 , PS3 /PS4 , PC/MAC , NX
depending on which platform (platform) the fault has been encountered on. Be descriptive when reading errors and corrections, but avoid conversations in the description and/or first-person anecdotes: such conversations belong to the appropriate forum board. Sometimes kilkreath ruins' word wall doesn't work. This can be solved either by saving, restarting the console and
reloading, or by traveling quickly away and back. It is possible that the doors of the Kilkreath ruins will not open, even if Dragonborn has spoken to Meridia. This means dawnbreaker is out of reach. Appearances[edit | edit source] Oldest scrolls A: Skyrim *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that at no extra cost to you Fandom will earn a reward if
you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The next President, on behalf of the European Parliament and of the European Parliament, adopted on 12 March 2000. The new hand touches the lighthouse. Listen to me and obey me. My temple has been witnessed by evil darkness, darkness, which you must
destroy. ―Meridia[src] The dawn break is a task available under Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. This mission begins by visiting a statue in Meridia or after reaching level 12 by finding a radiant search site meridian lighthouse in random parallels. Background[edit | edit source] The earthly sound coming from Mount Kilkreath tells me to find the beacon and return it. Goals[edit | edit source]
Find meridian lighthouse Bring meridian lighthouse to Mount Kilkreath Replace lighthouse Guide Meridian light through temple Destroy Malkora's Retrieve Dawnbreaker Walkthrough[edit | edit source] Meridian Lighthouse returned to its pedestal. After receiving the lighthouse, which is a large jewel of no value, Meridia tells the Dragon-born to take the lighthouse to the sanctuary,
located on the west side of Somnity, directly north of the Haafingar stormcloak camp. There, Meridia tells Dragonborn that a powerful necromanct named Malkoran desecrofies his temple, which must be destroyed by a dragon-born. This mission begins in two ways: as it approaches the statue to Meridia at its shrine on Mount Kilkreath, west of socithism, Meridia speaks of the
obscene darkness that has desecred her temple. He sets a mission mark on the Meridian Lighthouse, which the DragonBorn must find and bring back to the sanctuary. A new begging one is approaching. Listen. Listen to me and Evil darkness has come to my temple. Darkness Darkness You're destroying. But first you have to return my beacon to me. I'll show you to that. Find it
and come back here. And great is your reward. After reaching level 12, Dragonborn finds the Meridian lighthouse in a random chest anywhere on Skyrim. After receiving the beacon, Meridia speaks of the evil darkness that has desecred her temple. He wants to destroy it and direct the Dragon-born to the sanctuary. A new hand touches the Lighthouse. Listen. Listen to me and
obey me. Evil darkness has come to my temple. The darkness you're destroying. Return my lighthouse to Mount Kilkreath. And I'm going to make you a cleansing tool for my light. Once the beacon is received, Meridia speaks with dragon-born people every day as she became increasingly concerned that they are not interested in helping the sun daughter. This can be avoided
simply by going to the sanctuary, since the lighthouse appears randomly. Note that Update 1.6 or later removes this effect. If the statue is approached and the lighthouse can be found later: You have found my beacon. But this is no time for joy. Defy my temple. Go back to my character on Mount Kilkreath and I'll make you a cleansing tool for my light. Meridian Lighthouse[edit |
edit source] Meridia speaks with Dragonborn high in heaven. Look at my temple lying in the ruins. So much for the endurance of mortals, their crafts and their hearts. If they don't love me, how does my love reach them? Return my beacon to me so I can guide you toward your destiny. As we approach the shrine with the lighthouse, a voice is heard telling us to place the lighthouse
at meridian's feet. Goal: Replace the lighthouse Target: Statue of Meridia My glory is time to return to Skyrim. But the sign of truth is buried in the ruins of my once great temple, tainted by the profane darkness that sores inside me. Necromant Malkoran deseclated my shrine by depraving him, trapping the lost souls left after this war to obey him. Worse still, he uses the power
stored in my own brand to feed his evil deeds. I brought you here as my champion. You come to my temple, you retrieve my artifacts, and you destroy defiance. Guide my light through the temple to open an inner shrine and destroy defiance. Tell me more about this artifact. Mortals call it the Dawner, for it was forged in a sacred light that breaks on my enemies, burning away
corruption and the wrong life. You come to my sanctuary, destroy Malkoran and retrieve this mighty blade. Doesn't sound like I have a choice. But one candle can banish the darkness of the whole emptiness. If not you, it's someone else. I'm sure my beacon will attract a valuable soul. But if you're wise, you will obey my orders. I'll do it. Of course you will. I've told you to! Go on, the
artifact must. back and Malkora destroyed. Malkoran has forced the doors closed. But this is my temple, and it's in line with my command. I'm sending a ray of light. Guide this light through my temple and its doors will open. The dragon-born is then whisted into clouds showing a glowing air of Meridian light. He describes a necromanctic named Malkoran who plans to awaken
Skyrim's dead to war against the living, using the energy of a powerful object in his shadow-filled sanctuary. The dragon-born enters his sanctuary and guides a ray of light to the entire dungeon. Objective: Guide meridian light through the temple Target: Kilkreath Temple, below the statue to Meridia Shining Light in a dark temple[edit | edit the source] Upon arrival, a desectuous
body has been desectuous on the first flight of stairs. The whole décor has plenty of them, each with a handsome number of coins, which makes this task very profitable (3000-5000 is available). In addition, there are a large number of traps and two locked doors that, once picked up, reveal levers that open nearby gates with treasure on one side. The temple has a total of three
pedestes that control meridian light. The first large room has the first pedested plan. Further afield there is another room with several damaged shades and another pedest stand. After activation, the ray of light absorbs both health and magic if Dragonborn steps in its way. At the top of the stairs, a ray of light can be seen shining through some debris that cannot be broken; the path
continues down the stairs and through the corridor to the south. There are several corrupt shades in the hallway, then several doors and finally a coffin with a random prey.  The light hits one of the pedestes. The room with a third pedested plan has several other shades (one immediately next to the entrance). North of the area there is a lever locked room as well as arcane
enchanter. After activating the pedestal, the door to the south side at the top of the wooden ramp is open, leading out onto the Kilkreath balcony. On the balcony there is a coffin locked by an expert with a leveled prey. Up the stairs is a door leading to the ruins of Kilkreath. Some stairs are quite a large room with more shades, plus three pedestes. Activating the pedestal at the top
of the wooden ramp opens the door to the same level to the east. Through a short corridor on the left are four burial urns, a coffin, a corridor in the north and a wooden door against the north wall. The door is trapped, but the trap can be dismantled. Behind the door is a small room with prey. Before entering the next corridor around the corner, there is a tripwire on the left that
triggers some swinging axels. There's a lever on the floor in the corner that turns off the shafts. Through The caged walkway is a platform from which Dragonborn can jump over the opening onto another pedesto on the left. After jumping back over, the ramp leads to a good treasure in the northwest corner. The west wall door, which was just open, allows the area to be removed.
Next up is a dimly lit room with another level on each side. The ramp to the left (against the west wall) leads to an ordinary pedestal with a herb, which, if taken, triggers a spike trap. The second half leads Dragonborn through the second short hall to the top of the main room and to the third pedestally to activate. Once completed, the south door on the first floor will open, leading to
the door of kilkreath catacombs. The corridor leads to the room with the last pedeste. Activating it opens the double doors against the east wall. There's one coffin on the right side of the doors. Through the doors and down the stairs, Malkoran can be seen performing some kind of ritual. (Going through Dungeon can be avoided by walking to the right of the statue and going
through the entrance to the second part of Dungeon to the Malkoran ritual.) Destroy Malkoran[edit | edit source] pedestal containing the disgraced Dawnbreaker. Malkoran has eight or more corrupt tones. A quick way to get the upper hand is to use the shape of a bow, Beast Form or Vampire Lord to kill Malkoran first and then move back up the stairs that snible the shades. The
strategy of tones is to get behind Dragonborn before the attack, but a follower or, with sufficiently high skill, one or two invitations can be useful, especially essential characters. If Dragonborn stands in the chamber doorway, an ally stands behind them, which makes the tones circulate. They only attack if Dragonborn moves too far ahead, so with magic or range they avoid this
close range. Malkoran is reluctant to move from the front of the altar so that he can be exhausted from the doorway with a bow. On the floor of the altar room is a powerful poison of paralysis, facing the right altar. Using this poison is a good way to get an advantage for Malkoran, who is a very tough opponent. If Elder scrolls V: Dragonborn is ready, bend will screaming can be
directed directly at Malkoran as Dragonborn walkes into the chamber. He turns against the shades and sends them quickly. Once the shades are gone, it is possible to sneak up behind him and land many critical hits to avoid dealing with his intense frost spells. If he is killed quickly enough, Malkoran's Shade will appear, but will still be under the influence of Bend Will, so it could
be struck without fear of reprisals. Exceeding Dragonborn's health/endurance/magic before Dragonborn delivers a deadly blow to Malkoran will facilitate cope with him, because his shadow quickly appears and continues to throw frost bolts. It is possible that strong periods of flame or impact are used in the shade instead of frost spells. It's done. The defiance has been defeated.
Take the Dawnbreaker off his pedestal. When Malkoran and his corrupt followers are finally dead, Meridia tells Dragonborn to pick up dawnbreaker. Malkoran has been overwled. Skyrim's dead stay at rest. That's the way it's supposed to be. This is because of you. A new day is about to begin. And you're going to be its messenger. Take the mighty Dawnbreaker and with it
remove corruption from the dark corners of the world. Use it in my name so my influence can grow. I'll keep the sword. But find someone else to spread your religion. It doesn't matter. The plant does not care about the rays that bring it the warmth of the sun. When you carry dawnbreaker, so does my light that touches the world. I'm going to use this awesome blade in your name.
Guide your certainty. Note that there is no second chance to return to this room after picking up dawnbreaker, and simply taking it will carry Dragonborn from the room, so be sure to collect all the items you want to get. There are a large number of desecized bodies, each with 20-125 , so it is a great victory if they are looted before taking the sword. Dawnbreaker[edit | edit source]
Meridia speaks to Dragonborn after the evil expulsion. Goal: Get Dawnbreaker When Dragonborn takes on Dawnbreaker, they'll be whisted back to the seed against the final debate and stunning view. Journal[edit | edit source] The Break of Dawn – DA09 ID Journal Entry 50 The earthly sound from Mount Kilkreath tells me to find the beacon and return it. Goal 5: Find Meridia
Lighthouse 100, I've found a strange gem. A earthly voice tells me to bring it to Mount Kilkreath. Objective 10: Bring the Meridian lighthouse to Kilkreath 150 Goal 15: Replace the lighthouse 300 Meridia has told me to go to the ruins of Kilkreath, destroy Malkoran and retrieve the item Dawnbreaker. I have to steer a ray of light through the ruins that open the way for me. Objective
20: Guide meridian light through temple 350 Goal 30: Destroy Malkoran 410 Goal 40: Apply for Dawnbreaker 500 I have gone to the ruins of Kilkreath, destroyed Malkoran and retrieved the artifact Dawnstar [sic] [Don't turn this into a Dawnbreaker. This misspelled word is what it looks like in the game.], which Meridia has given me for my service. Trivia[edit | edit source] Task log
after task is completed reads ... and retrieved the item Dawnstar... Instead of saying Dawnbreaker.  The use and killing of the ritual stone power of the dead Thrall or Malkoran can lead to another spawning of malkoran's Shadow. In theory, this process can be used for unlimited Malkoran's Shade for possible coin and skills progression. Using an altar munitions spell holding
Dawnbreaker, such as a Fireball, can create a copy of it that flies across the room. It can be picked up before the original is removed from the altar to end the mission, leaving two Dawnbreakers in stock. The relentless power cry can also do this. While skyrim's landscape is raised in the air at the shrine, the view of skyrim's landscape is impressive, as Dragon Bridge, Solitude,
Morthal, the Embassy of Thalmor and more can be seen. Depending on the distance settings, it may be possible to see the College of Winterfell. In addition, Dragonborn can also see a white-gold tower in the south of Cyrodiil. This effort is an excellent way to acquire a lot of gold quickly, since desecous bodies usually have 50-100 golds in each of them. Quite a few of these
bodies can be found scattered all over the temple, especially in the last room where Malkoran works. Coffins and urns also fill the temple, such as a typical Nordic tomb, which usually also contains gold. Bugs[edit | edit source] This section contains bugs related to The Break of Dawn. Before adding an error to this list, consider the following: Reload the old recording to confirm if the
bug will still occur. If the bug still occurs, send a fault report using the appropriate system model 360 / XB1 , PS3 /PS4 , PC/MAC , NX depending on which platform (platform) the fault has been encountered on. Be descriptive when reading errors and corrections, but avoid conversations in the description and/or first-person anecdotes: such conversations belong to the appropriate
forum board. Click to show PC A rare bug can occur where a player can instead see Meridian as a headless Altmer after being lifted into the sky both when returning the beacon and receiving the Dawnbreaker.  PS3 Rarely, fighting Malkoran, Dragonborn's successor turns on them. The killing of Malkoran leads to the successor turning into a pile of ashes, regardless of whether
they are necessary for the NPP.  360 Sometimes, after receiving a task, the location of the lighthouse does not appear on the map, making it almost impossible to find and resume the task without using the console. When Dragonborn is lifted into the sky at both times, they are meant to speak to Meridia (before entering the temple or after acquiring a sword). Meridia may not start
a conversation. Dragonborn gets stuck in the sky, so the mission can't be completed. This can be fixed by downloading the previous recording again. If this continues, it can be avoided by reloading and then travelling quickly to dragon bridge and then walking again.  PC After you run Dragonborn falls to the ground when the screen turns white. Sometimes the screen freezes white.
PC(Fix) To fix this, download the previous recording, and after you talk to Meridia, the task is complete. When you fall, use the (~) button to open the console and type tcl to change the impact. Dragonborn's going to stop falling. Then type enableplayercontrols to re-enable character management. Float to the ground and then rewrite the tcm to return to normal. PC 360 PS3 When
you're in the sky, after talking to Meridian, Dragonborn can fall to its death instead of being teleported back to earth. This can be avoided by ensuring that Dragonborn does not move at all at any intersection. This should prevent them from removing them from the slow column column. One way to avoid this is to lower the difficulty setting to Novice before grabbing the
Dawnbreaker. This should stop Dragonborn from being killed when he drops. Alternatively, it is possible to end the dialogue with Meridia and sprint towards the river. This extends the time of fall and allows the full effect of the teleporter. PC(Fix) The tgm command can be used to activate God Mode to cope with a fall. After landing, retyping tgm will disable it. Another way is when
you finish your dialogue with Meridia and start falling, save the game immediately. Dragonborn falls to his death, but after re-ingriting the game, it's saved in time, as originally intended. If you don't move at all during a fall, this issue may be fixed for your PlayStation 3. PS3 If Dragonborn is a werewoam; just before or immediately after collecting the Dawnbreaker, start converting to
wereting before the charging screen can be interrupted. The metamorphosis should be over before Meridia starts talking. Then travel far enough where his dialogue doesn't start. Wait two hours to get back to normal. As soon as dragonborn's original form is visible, immediately start a conversation with Meridia and jump through the dialogue as quickly as possible. Then go to the
map menu; Dragonborn should be able to travel fast, even be in the sky. Choose a statue in Meridia as your destination. If everything worked so far, you should get a message about completing the mission, teleportation should start and Dragonborn will find itself back on the statue as originally intended. Using Fortify Restoration disorder in combination with Fortify Enchanting
potions, a player can create an object that gives them enough health to survive a fall without dying. Killing Malkoran in the hallway in front of the chamber and/or in his paralysis can cause his ghost not to be born, making it impossible to complete the mission. This can be solved either by reloading previous recording or simply waiting for paralysis to wear out landing landing Blow.
 Pc 360 After killing Malkoran's Shade, the target indicator may still be on it. The task will be marked as complete, but the Dawnbreaker cannot be retrieved, so the task cannot be completed. This can be fixed by reloading the previous recording, preferably before the fight against Malkoran. If Auriel's bow is used to block the sun, there are two suns when the beacon is delivered to
Meridia. When you fight Malkoran's Shade, the use of a relentless cry of force or werewolf force attacks causes the shadow to stop fighting. Unfortunately, it also ceases to take damage, which prevents the completion of the endeavour. This can be fixed by using magic (tested on a wall of flames and ice or damaging screams such as Fire Breath). If Malkoran is killed near a wall,
his shadow can spawn inside the wall, so it cannot be attacked. Spells in the effect zone can be used to kill his shadow. Sometimes, when the lighthouse is delivered to Meridia, it appears on a pedestal, but the beacon gets stuck in Dragonborn's inventory. Meridian lighthouse may spawn in dawnstar sanctuary, even if the mission line of the Dark Brotherhood has been completed,
making the chest containing the lighthouse inaccessible. This, in turn, loses the Oblivion Walker achievement and makes it impossible to complete the mission.  360 If Dragonborn has Serana as his successor, the light rays in the lighthouse could harm him, making him hostile to Dragonborn.  360(Repair) This can be prevented from permanent impact by being careful to record the
game each time before activating each base.  360 PS3 When the beacon is placed in a sanctuary, if the dragon attacks and/or close enough to Dragonborn, the dragon can also be whisked into the air. In the air, the dragon is able to attack both Dragonborn and Meridia (as well as land in the air, as if there was terrain where it stops), at which point the conversation breaks down.
Due to the nature of the cinematic sequence, when the conversation is broken, Dragonborn can move freely in the air, but is unable to draw his weapons or take any damage. Meridia fights the dragon but does no harm, leaving Dragonborn trapped in an endless battle in the air, unable to fight back and unable to reconnect with Meridia.  PC 360 If a successor is present in the
battle with Malkoran, he can lock permanently into Kilkreath Catacombs after picking up dawnbreaker. Abandoning or telling a successor to wait outside the door before starting Malkoran should work, but fighting is more difficult.  360(Repair) Start companions questline. At the beginning of the mission Proving Honor, Farkas will be assigned as a successor. This should force
trapped follower out of his service. A follower may be found running against the door (now locked) inside. Waiting or travelling fast can fix this.  PC(Fix) A possible fix is to type the console command lock after clicking the door and should open.  Pc(Fix) The alternative is to enter in the console: prid to select a successor. For Lydia, the code is 000a2c94. Next, you can enter the
command moveto player. A follower should show up next to Dragonborn with all the artifacts they had before.  PC (Fix) Another alternative fix for PC is to walk back to the dungeon in the second half after an area like the bridge. Please note that this may also lead to the reception of another Dawnbreaker sword.  360 When the iron door is opened and Dragonborn goes down the
wooden door behind which Malkoran is located, the sides have busts. After the shadow is killed, if Dragonborn hides behind the bust, Malkoran turns around and comes back, giving Dragonborn time to restore his health. Skyrim: Quests Skyrim: Daedric Quests Deutsch Español Français Polski Русскиг *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that at no
extra cost for you, Fandom will earn a reward if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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